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Add a touch of the exotic to your home with unique quality furniture from Hanover. Handcrafted in India, 
the Ravenna Dining Collection offers mango wood dining room tables in various sizes, shapes, and finishes. 
Clean lines and squared-off legs create a versatile design that mixes well with traditional and modern decor. 
Hand-applied finishes with naturally occurring color variations add to the tabletop's beauty. 

Pair one with your favorite seating, and enjoy! From an eat-in kitchen to a formal dining room, this rustic 
style will enhance any space. Crafted from durable mango wood, your new table will withstand everyday 
wear with proper care. From mealtime to game nights, your family will enjoy the Ravenna dining table for 
years to come.

Features

Ravenna Dining Table Collection

◊ Hanover presents the Ravenna Dining Collection - exotic dining tables handcrafted in India

◊ Pair with your favorite benches or chairs to express your style (benches and chairs NOT included)

◊ Versatile design mixes well with traditional and modern decor in an eat-in kitchen or dining room

◊ Clean lines and squared-off legs takes you from mealtime to game night

◊ Crafted from natural materials with a hand-applied finish, so variations will occur

◊ Durable mango wood construction resists everyday wear for years of enjoyment

◊ Simple leg assembly required - hardware and instructions included

◊ 1-year limited warranty
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The Ravenna Collection

MODEL HDR001-DKBRN HDR002-DKBRN HDR003-DKBRN

Shape Rectangle Rectangle Square

Finish Dark Brown Dark Brown Dark Brown

Overall Dimensions 76"W x 36"D x 30"H 60"W x 36"D x 30"H 36"W x 36"D x 36"H

Overall Weight 101 lbs. 88 lbs. 66 lbs.

Tabletop Material Mango Wood Mango Wood Mango Wood

Seat Accommodation 6-8 4-6 4

MODEL HDR001-NAT HDR002-NAT HDR003-NAT

Shape Rectangle Rectangle Square

Finish Natural Natural Natural

Overall Dimensions 76"W x 36"D x 30"H 60"W x 36"D x 30"H 36"W x 36"D x 36"H

Overall Weight 101 lbs. 88 lbs. 66 lbs.

Table Top Material Mango Wood Mango Wood Mango Wood

Seat Accommodation 6-8 4-6 4


